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Nuts and Bolts of Test Analysis

When analyzing the exams in nursing courses, I have a few vital elements for review. The process is started by looking at how each question performed.

First, reviewing the % that answered the question correctly. This should vary on the test as there should not be too many “easy” questions nor too many “difficult” questions. There are no hard and fast rules on what is acceptable but use your judgment about the content and how it was tested. I tend not to have more than 2-3 that 100% get correct and usually that is content that is a priority for them to know. I look more deeply at questions that have below 60%.

Next comes the point biserial. This indicates how well the item discriminated between the testers (analysis of responses to the lower scoring students versus the higher scoring students). The ideal point biserial is 1.0; however, that is rarely achieved. You definitely want a positive number as a negative indicates more of the lower scoring students got it correct, and the higher scoring students did not. The closer to zero means there was very little differentiation between the two groups of students. With lower % questions if the point biserial indicates discrimination then can be a good test question but is more difficult. I would then read the item to make sure there were no issues with the question (i.e. grammar/spelling, no true correct answer, not testing what intended, etc.). These two statistics give me a good idea if any scoring adjustments are needed, such as “dropping” the question or taking more than one answer. You should have a good reason to make scoring adjustments to test questions to maintain the validity of the test.
Analysis for further improvement of the test includes the responses to each item and the KR-20. For each item look at the percentage/number that answered for each option. Any option that has a frequency of zero should be revised. All options should be distracting poorer testers.

The KR-20 indicates how consistent the results are and how well it is measuring what is intended. The ideal score would be 1.0, but 0.5 is considered acceptable for instructor made exams. Reasons a KR-20 may be low is the testers were all at the same level, the test covered a variety of content, or there were lots of difficult questions.

Here is a succinct reference for test analysis statistics


**Using Test Blueprints**

Another valuable aspect to reliable tests is to utilize a test blueprint. This can be done on paper or through testing software. If using testing software it is much easier to retrieve data regarding the blueprint. Many in pre-licensure programs utilize similar categories such as levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (as NCLEX test at application and analysis levels), NCLEX test plan categories, and the Nursing Process. Using a blueprint ensures that each test is balanced and testing what is intended. Blueprints can be utilized for tracking across a curriculum as well as compared to standardized testing.
I also provide the test blueprint to senior students to assist them in their test preparation and post-test remediation. The blueprint contains the information for each question to help focus the students’ study and allows them to practice similar types of questions. The students receive the topic or title of the question, and then the other categories from the blueprint for each item. The students can use the information pre-test for thinking about how that content might be tested and used in nursing practice. For post-test the students are advised to review the test blueprint noting the questions missed to look for trends to see if or what the weaker areas are in their testing either by content or category.